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June's Beautiful Co-Samplers of the Month
A Patriot's Sampler from Midsummer Night Designs and Elizabeth Hudson 1737
The Scarlet Letter .

from

The only problem these two samplers present for me is that whenever I sit down to stitch I have to make a choice, and that's not easy
for me.

Both are being stitched on 40c Lakeside vintage linen with silks, mostly Belle Soie ~ but on the reproduction I am also using Au Ver
A'Soie 's Soie 100/3 and Soie d'Alger. Please refer to our previous eNewsletter (06-16-2009) to see the full details ~ well, almost the
full details. I forgot to include another choice that you have for the reproduction: Some of you have your linen and asked about the
Sampler-of-the-Month price for the chart + the silk "combo" ~ and that price with the 15% discount applied is $130.26. Thanks for
your inquiries about that. I apologize for overlooking that option.

Attic Addicts Club

The first newsletter of each month also lists that month's discounted items for our Attic Addicts Club members. Several of you have
inquired about membership in our Club. All of the details are listed on our Web site at

http://www.atticneedlework.com/club.html ~

with one exception. It asks you to present your membership card at the time
of purchase. Obviously, for those of you away members that's not possible, but we do have a card file with your information, including
your membership dates. Everyone should be a "card-carrying member" ~ we just need to prod Vickie a bit more to get the redo/reprint
finished. She's very busy writing articles for the SANQ, creating new NeedleWorkPress items for us, working in her church's office,
and preparing for two weddings this year. Both Willie and Patrick are getting married, and the mother of the groom is not idle!

In The Shop

With one of our co-samplers of the month being from The Scarlet Letter , we have a special focus on some of Marsha's remarkable
work, and we are very fortunate to have on loan for just a little while Bunny's stitched model of "Country Life Sampler." Bunny's
stunning piece, stitched with Au Ver A'Soie 's Soie d'Alger on 35c linen, measures approximately 38" x 9" ~ Marsha has done a fabulous
job recreating this adaptation from an English sampler dated 1783. Marsha tells us in her introduction to this sampler that the original
from which this was adapted measured 15 1/2 x 12 1/2 stitched over one on 50-count linen. Yikes! Call me crazy, but I'm not there yet!
In Marsha's adaptation she has included a very charming verse, stitched over one. The verse, a glorification of the simple life, evokes
pastoral images for many of us of growing up on the farm or near rolling farms in southern Wisconsin and other lovely parts of our
Midwestern states. It is truly a land of beauty, and not just in the landscape. The people are also wonderful.

The verse appears, she says, in verse, song, and folk art in different forms ~ it reads as follows:
Let the wealthy and great roll in splendor and state. I envy them not I declare it.
I eat my own lamb, my chicken and ham, I shear my own fleece and I wear it.
I have lawns, I have bow'rs, I have fruits, I have flow'rs. The lark is my morning alarmer.
So jolly boys now, here's Godspeed the plough. Long life and success to the farmer.
The idyllic simple life echoed in that verse is mirrored in the wonderful country scenes: the church, the fishing lady, the hunter, and
the wonderful animals: the sheep, the horses and pigs. On 40c this sampler measures 33 x 8, on 45c, 7.25 x 29.5. Thank you, Bunny, for
dismantling the wall in your home to bring this for our display in the shop so that many of us can be inspired by it for a short time. If
you live in the area, I hope that you'll plan to visit soon, if only to see this sampler!
Here are close-ups across the length of Bunny's model, cropped to try to minimize the glare in the glass so that you can see this
gorgeous sampler.

And the photo on the right above shows the Belle Soie conversion on 45c Vintage Lakeside . (It's all ready for you, Rhonda, whenever

you can come in.) The verse will be stitched over one in the continental stitch using Soie 100/3.
And below are three miniature samplers also from The Scarlet Letter , also briefly on loan from Bunny's in-home sampler walls.

From left to right, ABCD 1817 ~ N. Hinde 1778 ~ S. Wood Circa 1820.

Mary Wigham Forever

In early June we told you about the wonderful opportunity presented to all of us by Jacqueline Holdsworth/N E E D L E P R I N T .
We can now recreate this gorgeous Ackworth reproduction and, at the same time, funnel contributions to Mary's dowry. An
unauthorized reproduction of this 220+ year old sampler had been selling on the Internet while Jacqueline was in the process of her
reproduction. She has come up with a marvelous solution for all of us sampler lovers around the world, making it available in nine parts as
a free download with a "Donate" button so that we all may do what was intended by Jacqueline in the first place: Support the Ackworth
School Sampler Fund. We had in the past paid $20-22 for previous Ackworth School sampler reproductions, and Mary's gorgeous
sampler certainly deserves that ~ and more! Go to http://www.needleprint.com/xcdgnv1z.html to download and donate!

I have loved this Quaker sampler since I first saw it as it graced the front and back covers of the Engagement Calendar published in
2005. So now we can all stitch it together! It was charted for DMC, but we have done a conversion to both NPI and to Belle Soie based
on the DMC colors listed. Stitched on 45c, your reproduction will most closely match the original. For 40c with 2-inch margins, the linen
will be $25; the NPI silks $88, and the Belle Soie $130.
It is fun each week to visit Jacqueline's blog to see all of the beautiful samplers being stitched around the world. G o to Jacqueline's

blog to see these: http://needleprint.blogspot.com/ ~ Mary must be so very proud! And also perhaps somewhat envious of the exquisite
materials that we have at our disposal to recreate her sampler. I was in love with her color palette for years, but now I find myself
conflicted! There are several very lovely "variations" that are being stitched, and the gorgeous Vintage Porcelain, Lakeside 's newest
color, is giving me pause! I've told you that I couldn't adequately photograph it to show you its beauty, nor could I find the proper
words to describe it. Well, the Thursday night ladies did that for me last night. They compared it to the skin tone of a baby's cheek.
(You choose which cheek!)

Here's the beautiful Vintage Porcelain with some pastel Belle Soie 's thrown in for good measure!

Speaking of beautiful Lakeside Linens with Belle Soie ...
. . . here's a wonderful use for them:

. . . Little House Needleworks' very charming "Rose Sampler" ($6) stitched on 36c Vintage Lakeside with Belle Soie ~ perfectly sized
to fit on this very limited edition of Carol's Pocket, completely finished inside and out and embellished with lovely Swarovski crystals.
We were sorry to have missed out on a very limited offering of a thread pocket sized for a 28c version of this favorite Little House
design, but then came Carol to our rescue. Her elegant combination of fabrics, beautifully finished in a size to accommodate the linen
count that we prefer to stitch on, is, unfortunately, limited as well, limited by the amount of fabric that she has.

Carol's Pocket is an Attic exclusive, available kitted with a cut of 36c or 40c (either will work for a hem-stitched sampler to attach)
Lakeside Vintage linen + six colors of Belle Soie, with more than enough to finish this charming sampler, for $35 (ND). The chart is also
available ($6). The pocket is the perfect place to house your project while you stitch it ~ and then, if you wish, you can hem-stitch it
and attach it to the outside! Then the pocket can carry your favorite needlework accessories, like your Kelmscott Designs Pink Snips
($13), and a portion of the proceeds from these snips go to support breast cancer awareness and education. What an exquisite gift for
anyone who loves beautiful things! Well, I guess that includes all of us.
From Sandie/The Sweetheart Tree : Just in the door, ten new designs! Someone's been very busy across town in Paradise Valley!

"Spring Blossoms Biscornu Pincushion" kit ($20) ~ and its matching fob, chartpack with embellishments ($9)

"Halloween Pumpkins Biscornu Pincushion" kit ($20) ~ and its matching fob is not new, but what a wonderful set ~ each one needs the
other!

A complete kit is available for these next ones as well: Both the "Holly & Hearts Christmas Sampler" ($39) and "Q Is for Queen" ($19)
come with the 28c Cashel linen used in the design, as well as all of the embellishments and floss and everything needed to stitch these.
Both are beautifully embellished by both beads and charms, as well as lovely Rhodes-stitch hearts.

Two new Seasonal designs: "Joy Christmas Ornament" ($21) is kitted with 32c Belfast linen, paillettes, Magnifica beads, and DMC floss
~ and a Second Just for Fun design, "Merry Christmas ($8)," includes the "chubby" cherry beads.

In Sandie's elegant Birthstone Sampler Series, the next three months in the series are now available, July, August, and September, each
sampler embellished with cabochon crystal hearts and flowers representative of the flower of the month The chart includes the
cabochon crystal heart ($10).
From France, and on somewhat the extreme ends of a needleworker's budget, a beautiful chest of drawers from Sajou and some
wonderful tapestry needles from Bohin.

Here are the words of the French vendor who supplies some of our favorite needlework accessory items, including scissors and wooden
items such as tape measures, a pin cushion, a small pins and needles basket, and a round spool box:
This chest of four drawers, essential for every embroiderer's or dressmaker's studio to tidy away all your little treasures, is in
keeping with the traditional models which could be found in the haberdashers of yesteryear. They were often used to store
cotton reels and were decorated with advertisements for the more well-known brands. Inspired by a vintage model, this chest of
drawers is extremely well made from poplar wood which is both glued and nailed. The exterior has a cherry wood stain.
Like all of Sajou’s wooden items, the interior of the drawers is left natural. The top and both sides are decorated with a large round
label in Fil Au Chinois and the four drawers are each decorated with two round labels representing the Fil Au Chinois thread brand,
making a total of eight labels. Dimensions of this chest of drawers: width of 12 ½ inches, depth of 8 ½ inches, and a height of 11 inches
($175 - ND).
The Bohin needles have become the favorites of many of us. We have them in both 26 and 28 Tapestry packs ($2 each). What makes
them a favorite? They just seem to glide through the linen ~ and are especially perfect for fine-count linens like 40 and 45. They,
unfortunately, don't come in the petite length that many of us have become accustomed to, and sometimes the silk threads seem to
become unthreaded more often, but even with those slight drawbacks, they certainly have their place in our favorite needlework "tools."

And some beautiful samplers ....

A Biedermayer rose sampler from the private collection of Gigi R., reproduced by K & V ($28), 292w x 310h ~ I love this one! But then

I love roses and samplers! To its right, "Queen of Birds" ($12) from Romy in Austria is 135 x 135.

“Celtic Garden,” ($17.50) the first in a series of Celtic inspired knotwork designs from Northern Expressions Needlework, consists of
mainly cross stitch, with a few specialty stitches added for some extra impact and fun, 225 x 225 ~ and “Taking Flight,” ($15) from
Sampler Cove Designs, a beautiful design that gets its name from the butterflies it features taking flight, 337 x 337.
Also from Sampler Cove Designs:

“Enya,” the first release in The Flourish Series (there will be a total of four designs)~ and “Mariah," each $12 and each 157 x 157.
From Long Dog Samplers:

"Carrelage" ($14.50), 218 x 215. It's always so interesting to learn what's behind the designs, and here is what Julia tells us about this
sampler:
"Carrelage" has been inspired by some of the remarkable floor tiles which can be found at the Château de Langeais situated in
Indre-et-Loire, France. The château was originally built as a fortress in the 10th century but was virtually destroyed by the
English during the Hundred Years War (1337 - 1453). The castle was rebuilt about 1465 during the reign of Louis XI. Château de
Langeais now stands as one of the finest examples of late medieval architecture and is especially noted for its richly decorated
rooms.
Now, doesn't that really make it something you'd like to stitch?! If not all of the tiles, how about the very proud and stately deer? If
only I didn't have to waste precious stitching time sleeping.
On the right, "Pigalle" ($11.50) is 194 x 231 stitches
And from The Cat's Whiskers:

"I Don't Do Frogging ... I Do Reverse Stitching!" ($14), a cute little scissors slide ~ and "Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat" ($16), the perfect quick
gift for a new baby. The old English nursery rhyme is stitched on the four sides and lid of this little fold-up box using DMC threads and
32 count Antique White linen. The design uses cross stitch, beads and specialty stitches and the design booklet includes comprehensive
finishing instructions.
Oh, where does the day go? It's been such fun spending time with you again for the second time this week. As always, we are pleased
to be welcomed into your e-mail box ~ and appreciate your patronage ~ and your friendship even more! You are all like family to us, and
we mourn with you in your losses, whether by burglary or death or a move ~ and we pray with you as you face difficulties and illnesses ~
and we are buoyed by your strength as you come through amazing odds ~ and we rejoice with you in the good things that come your way
~ we love sharing this amazing artform with you ~ and we appreciate the confidence you place in the choices that you ask us to make for
you, in both color and materials. In this very difficult time that all of us are living through, when people whom we love and care about are
facing unbelievable challenges, we are grateful for having our needlework ~ and all of you.
Last week we had a party to bid a fond farewell to Karen as she packed up her collections and moved to Little Rock and the University of
Arkansas, with her professorship in music.

Enjoy your weekend.
Jean Lea
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